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convergence and low solution quality. However, SA as well
as other meta-heuristic algorithms like EP [3], [4], improved
EP [5]–[8] are more effective than deterministic methods like
GS [1] and lambda based Genetic algorithm [10] because the
deterministic ones can not deal with problem considering
nonconvex objective and nonlinear constraints [11].
Yang and Deb in [12] have developed CSA inspired by
the intelligent reproduction behavior of cuckoo birds. This
method has several advantages over PSO and GA such as
better solution quality and higher success rate. CSA is one of
the most modern meta-heuristic algorithms based on
randomization structure and has become popular in power
system optimization fields in recent years such as economic
load dispatch [13] and short-term hydrothermal scheduling
[14]. Another problem of control design in robotic filed
considering several typical constraints including the
limitations on positions, maximal velocities and servo-valve
positions has been successfully performed by using GA,
several PSO variants and CSA [15], and by GA, PSO, CSA
and Bat algorithm (BA) [16]. The simulation results have
indicated that CSA was superior to GA and PSO but less
effective than BA in terms of capability of handling
constraint conditions and optimal solutions. For the same
problem with various types of proportional valves, and the
combination of the cases of critical center, overlapped and
underlapped valves, CSA has shown better efficiency than
GA and PSO but also less performance than firefly
algorithm (FA) [17]. In another study also about the optimal
control of pneumatic-driven parallel robot platform [18], FA
has also been successfully applied and resulted in promising
improvement. The studies in [16], [17] have indicated that
CSA has not been completely perfect for all optimization
problems and there should be improvements in CSA. For a
problem of chaotic systems parameter estimation, an
improved CSA has been proposed by the combination of
both the orthogonal design and simulated annealing
operation [19]. The numerical results have proved that the
algorithm could determine parameters with high accuracy
and reliability, and its performance is better than CSA, GA
and PSO. The study in [20] has pointed out that if the
probability of alien eggs to be abandoned Pa is small and the

paper presents an improved cuckoo search
algorithm (ICSA) for solving the short-term hydrothermal
scheduling (ST-HTS) problem. In the proposed ICSA, the
initial eggs are first classified into two groups including top
group and abandoned group and each egg in the two groups is
then newly generated via Lévy flights. The two new egg groups
will be integrated into only one group before ranking and
evaluating to choose the best egg, which will be used to generate
new eggs via the action of discovery of alien eggs in the host
bird’s nest. Moreover, the fraction of the alien eggs to be
abandoned will be adaptive at each iteration instead of a fixed
value during the search process like the conventional Cuckoo
Search Algorithm (CSA). The performance of the proposed
ICSA has been tested on two different systems and the obtained
results have been compared to those from many methods
including CSA, modified CSA and other methods in the
literature in terms of solution quality. The result comparison
has revealed that the proposed ICSA is very efficient for solving
the ST-HTS with reservoir storage constraints.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The short-term hydrothermal scheduling (ST-HTS)
problem considers the optimization horizon from one day to
one week involving hour-by-hour generation planning of all
generating units in the hydrothermal system. The objective
of the ST-HTS problem is to minimize the total generation
fuel cost of thermal units while satisfying all constraints
from hydropower plants including hydraulic constraint such
as water discharge limits, volume reservoir limits, continuity
water and generation limits, and thermal plant constraints
including generation limits [1].
Several deterministic and meta-heuristic algorithms have
been successfully applied for solving the ST-HTS problem
such as simulated annealing approach (SA) [2], gradient
search techniques (GS) [1], evolutionary programming
technique (EP) [3]–[8], genetic algorithm (GA) [9]–[10],
and clonal selection (CS) [11]. Among the methods, the SA
is considered the worst optimization algorithm since it still
suffers well-known drawback of high execution time for
Manuscript received 9 April, 2016; accepted 12 February, 2017.
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step size α in Lévy flights is large, CSA can converge to an
optimal solution slowly. On the contrary, if the probability is
large and the step size is small, CSA can get premature
convergence without the best solution. As a result, the
probability Pa and the step size α have been modified in the
study. Pa and α have been considered as functions of the
current iteration and their values have been changed during
the search process where Pa was increased but α was
decreased. The high performance of the improved CSA has
been validated by testing on four constrained problems
related to design and by comparing with other methods and
CSA. In [21], Walton et al. have pointed out that CSA has
also owned a disadvantage in local search process entirely
based on random walk. They have suggested two
modifications on CSA in which the first modification is to
consider the step size α in Lévy flights as a variable with the
largest value at the beginning and the lowest value at the end
while the second modification is the information exchange
between two solutions for obtaining a new solution.The
modified CSA (MCSA) has been demonstrated more
effective and robust than CSA when applied to benchmark
optimization functions [21] and short-term hydrothermal
scheduling [22].
In this paper, an improved cuckoo search algorithm
(ICSA) is proposed for solving the ST-HTS problem. The
proposed ICSA is based on two modifications from MCSA
method which was developed by Walton et al. [21]. In the
ICSA, the initial eggs are first evaluated and classified into
two groups including the good quality group and bad quality
group. Each egg in the two groups is newly generated via
Lévy flights. After that all new eggs are put in the integrated
group and evaluated to determine the best egg corresponding
to the lowest fitness function value. The best egg is used to
generate new eggs in the second time via the action of alien
egg discovery of the host bird. In addition, the probability of
alien egg discovery in the proposed ICSA is adaptive at each
iteration in stead of a fixed value as in CSA and MCSA. The
performance of the proposed ICSA method has been tested
on two systems with nonconvex fuel cost function of thermal
units and power losses of transmission lines. The results
obtained by the ICSA have been compared to those from
several methods, CSA and MCSA.
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Q j , m  tm q j , m ,
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(3)

where qj,m is water discharge rate obtained by

q j ,m  ahj  bhj Phj ,m  chj Phj2 ,m .

(4)

3. The continuity of reservoir volume: The water
continuity of hydro power plants is represented by

V j ,m 1  V j ,m  I j ,m  Q j ,m  0,

(5)

where Vj,m and Ij,m are reservoir volume and water inflow of
jth hydropower plant in mth interval, respectively.
4. Initial and final reservoir storage: The initial and final
reservoir volumes are predetermined:

V j ,0  V j ,initial ,

V j , M  V j , End ,

(6)

5. Reservoir storage and Water discharge limits:

V j ,min  V j ,m  V j ,max ; j 1, 2,..., N 2 ;m  1, 2,..., M , (7)
q j ,min  q j ,m  q j ,max ; j  1, 2,..., N 2 ;m  1, 2,..., M , (8)
where Vj,max and Vj,min are the maximum and minimum
reservoir storage of the hydro plant j; qj,max and qj,min are the
maximum and minimum water discharge of the hydro plant j.
6. Generator operating limits:

In this section, the mathematical formulation of the shortterm HTS problem consisting of N1 thermal units and N2
hydro units scheduled in M time sub-intervals with tm hours
for each is formulated. The objective function of the
problem is as follows [22]

 asi  bsi Psi ,m  csi Psi2,m 

F    tm 
min
m 1 i 1   d si  sin esi  Psi  Psi ,m


N2

where PD,m and PL,m are total system load demand and power
loss in the transmission line at subinterval m; Psi,m and Phj,m
are generations of thermal unit i and hydro unit j at
subinterval m.
2. The total water discharge constraint: The available
total water for all hydro units is determined by

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

M N1

N1

 Psi,m   Phj ,m  PL,m  PD,m  0,

Psi ,min  Psi ,m  Psi ,max ; i  1, 2,..., N1 ;m  1, 2,..., M ,

(9)

Phj ,min  Phj ,m  Phj ,max ; j  1, 2,..., N 2 ;m  1, 2,..., M ,

(10)

where Psi,max, Psi,min and Phj,max, Phj,min are maximum,
minimum power output of thermal plant i and hydro plant j.
III. CUCKOO SEARCH ALGORITHM BASED METHODS FOR
ST-HTS PROBLEM
A. Conventional Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA)
CSA developed by Yang and Deb in 2009 [12] has been
successfully applied for solving the short-term hydrothermal
scheduling where reservoir volume constraint have been
taken into account [14]. CSA has been considered more
efficient than many methods including GS, EP variant, SA
and other methods.

(1)

where asi, bsi, csi, dsi, and esi are fuel cost coefficients of
thermal plant i.
Subject to:
1. Power balance constraint
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B. Modified Cuckoo Search Algorithm (MCSA)
By performing modifications on CSA, Walton et al. have
proposed MCSA to enhance the search ability of CSA.
MCSA has been tested on benchmark functions and the
results obtained by MCSA are better than those from CSA
[19]. Moreover, MCSA is also more efficient than CSA for a
hydrothermal scheduling problem [21]. In addition to three
control parameters in CSA, MCSA also includes another
parameter including the ratio of the number of nests in the
top group to that in the abandoned group. The best value for
this ratio was proposed to be 1:3 according to the study in
[19]. Therefore, this ratio is also fixed at this value for the
test cases in this paper.

in detail as follows.

C. Improved Cuckoo Search Algorithm (ICSA)
The proposed ICSA has been developed by combining
MCSA [19] with modifications on the second new solution
generation via discovery of alien eggs.
1. The first modification is to suggest an adaptive
probability of eggs to reduce the number of independent
trials corresponding to the probability. The adaptive
probability is expressed in equation (11)

The water discharge qj,m is calculated using (3) and then
hydro generation Phj,m is obtained using (4) [14].
Thermal unit 1 is then obtained by [14]

Pa  Pa,max  G  ( Pa,max  Pa,min ) / Gmax ,

A. Initialization
The proposed ICSA has Np host nests, in which each host
nest Xd = [Psi,m,d , Vj,m,d], where Psi,m,d and Vj,m,d are power
output of the ith thermal unit and reservoir volume of the jth
hydropower plant at the mth subinterval corresponding to the
dth nest among the fixed nests, respectively. Xd is first
randomly generated in the initialization within their limits.
The total water discharge over the tm hours is calculated
using (5) as follows

Q j ,m  V j ,m 1  V j ,m  I j ,m  S j ,m ; m  1,..., M , (12)

Ps1,m  PD,m  PL,m 

N1

N2

i 2

j 1

 Psi,m   Phj ,m .

(13)

Based on the initial population of nests, the fitness
function to be minimized corresponding to each nest is
calculated by

(11)

where G and Gmax are the current iteration and the maximum
iteration, respectively; Pa,max and Pa,min are the maximum and
minimum probability of eggs to be abandoned.
To obtain the best solution by CSA and MCSA [19], the
probability Pa is set to a range of from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step
of 0.1. Thus, there are 9 different values of the probability
need to be run. Instead, the proposed ICSA is performed
with only three cases of Pa,max and Pa,min including (0.9; 0.5),
(9.0; 0.1) and (0.5; 0.1).
2. The second modification is to determine an increased
value to update the new solution via the discovery of alien
eggs. All the eggs in the top and abandoned groups after
fulfilling the first new solution generation via Lévy flights
are put in the integrated group and evaluated to choose the
best one. The obtained best egg will be employed to
obtain the increased value.

FTd 

M N1

M

2
  Fi ( Psi,m,d )  K s  ( Ps1,m,d  Pslim
1 ) 

m 1 i 1

 Kq

m 1

N2 M

2
  (q j ,m,d  q lim
j ) ,

(14)

j 1 m 1

where Ks and Kq are penalty factors for the slack thermal unit
and water discharge, respectively; Ps1,m,d is the generation of
the slack thermal unit 1 at the mth subinterval of the dth nest
calculated using (13).
The slack thermal unit limits and water discharge limits in
(14) are determined as follows:

Pslim
1

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED IMPROVED
CUCKOO SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR ST-HTS PROBLEM

 Ps1,max, if Ps1,m,d  Ps1,max,

  Ps1,min, if Ps1,m,d  Ps1,min,

 Ps1,m,d , otherwise,

m  1,..., M , (15)

q j ,max, if q j ,m,d  q j ,max,


 q j ,min, if q j ,m,d  q j ,min,

q j ,m,d , otherwise,

j  1,.., N 2 , (16)

q lim
j

The proposed ICSA is a family of meta-heuristic
algorithms. Thus, the application of the method for an
optimization problem is also similar to other meta-heuristic
algorithms like PSO, GA, and DE, etc. as long as given
problems can be mathematically formulated as optimization
problems consisting of objective function and constraints,
which can be handled. For the considered ST-HTS problem,
the main difficulty is to handle all constraints especially
hydraulic constraints in reservoirs. The key of the high
success rate is the selection of control variables and the
selection of the slack variables. In the study, we have
selected thermal units and reservoir volume as control
variables while the first thermal unit and water discharges
have been regarded as slack variables. The implementation
of the proposed ICSA for solving the problem is described

m  1,.., M ,

where Ps1,max and Ps1,min are respectively the upper and lower
generations of the slack thermal unit.
Each nest is initially set to Xbestd (d = 1, …, Np) and the
nest whose the lowest fitness function value is set to the best
nest Gbest.
B. The First New Solution Generation via Lévy Flights
As mentioned above, all nests in ICSA are first sorted in
the descending order based on their fitness function value
and then classified into two groups. The nests with high
fitness function value Xabandonedd are put in abandoned
group and the other ones Xtopd are put in a top group. A nest
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which is randomly picked among the Xtopd nests is called
Xtopr. Besides, another one with the best quality is named
Xbestd. The two new solution generations are respectively
obtained as below.
1) Generation of new solution for the abandoned group
Based on the modification applied to the abandoned eggs
with d = Notop + 1,…, Np where Notop and Np are
respectively the number of eggs in the top group and in the
initial population, the optimal path for the Lévy flights is
calculated using Mantegna’s algorithm as follows

The power output of N2 hydro units and the slack thermal
unit are then obtained by using (4) and (13), respectively.
The fitness value is calculated using (14). The nest
corresponding to the best fitness function is then set to the
best nest Gbest.
C. The Second New Solution Generation via Discovery of
Alien Eggs
Similar to MCSA, all eggs of the top group and
abandoned group in the proposed ICSA are first integrated
into one group and a fraction of all the eggs to be abandoned
are newly generated via the action of alien egg discovery.
However, in ICSA the probability of the eggs to be
abandoned is adaptive at each iteration by using (11).
The new solution due to this action is found as follows

Xabandoned dnew   Xabandoned d    rand  X d  , (17)

where rand is the distributed random number in [0, 1]; the
step size α is equal to 1 / G ; and Xd is obtained by
X d  v   x      Xabandoned d  Xbestd  /  y    .

X ddis  Xbestd  K  X ddis ,

(18)

where K is the updated coefficient [13], [14], [23] and the
increased value Xddis is determined as below

2) Generation of new solution for the top egg group
The modification is applied to the eggs in the top group
with d = 1, …, Notop. The optimal path for the Lévy flights
is calculated using Mantegna’s algorithm as follows
Xtopdnew  Xtopd    rand  X d .

X ddis  rand   randp ( Xbestd )  Gbest  ,

(19)

D. Terminating Criteria
The proposed ICSA is stopped when the current iteration
reaches the maximum number of iterations.

(20)

b) Case 2: Both eggs have the same fitness value function
X d   Xtopd  Xtopr  / 2.

(21)

c) Case 3: The random egg has lower fitness than egg d
X d   Xtopr  Xtopd  /  ,

(22)

or the random egg has higher fitness than egg d
(23)

X d  ( Xtopd  Xtopr ) /  ,

where  = 1/G2 for case 1 and  = 1 for cases 2, 3, and





  1 5 / 2 .

There are no criteria to ensure that the new solutions
always satisfy their bounds. Therefore, they need to be
defined as below:

V j , m, d

V j ,max , if V j ,m,d  V j ,max,

 V j ,min , if V j ,m,d  V j ,min,

V j ,m,d , otherwise,

(27)

where randp (Xbestd) is the random perturbation for position
of the nests in Xbestd.

The value of  and Xd will be determined depending on
considered cases as follows:
a) Case 1: The same egg is picked twice
X d  v   x      Xtopd  Xbest  /  y    .

(26)

j  1,...., N 2 ,
m  1,..., M  1, (24)

 Psi ,max, if Psi ,m,d  Psi ,max , i  2,..., N1

Psi ,m,d   Psi ,min , if Psi ,m,d  Psi ,min , m  1,..., M . (25)

 Psi ,m,d , otherwise.

E. Overall Procedure
The overall procedure of the proposed ICSA for solving
the ST-HTS problem is described as follows.
Step 1: Select parameters for the ICSA including Np,
Pa,max and Pa,min, and Gmax.
Step 2: Initialize Np host nests as in Section IV.A and
calculate the power output of all hydro units and the slack
thermal unit using (4) and (13). Evaluate the fitness function
using (14) to choose the best solution Gbest. Set the initial
iteration counter G = 1.
Step 3: Classify all eggs into two groups including top
group an abandoned group.
Step 4: Generate new solutions via Lévy flights for
abandoned group as Section IV.B.1.
Step 5: Generate new solutions via Lévy flights for top
group as described in Section IV.B.2.
Step 6: Put the new eggs in top group and abandoned
group into the integrated group and calculate the power
output of all hydro units and the slack thermal unit using (4)
and (13). Evaluate all the eggs to determine the best egg
with the lowest fitness function, Gbest.
Step 7: Generate new solutions via the discovery of alien
eggs as Section IV.C and calculate the power output of all
hydro units and the slack thermal unit using (4) and (13).
Step 8: Evaluate the fitness function using (14) to
determine the best egg, Gbest.
Step 9: If G < Gmax, G = G + 1 and go back to Step 3.
Otherwise, terminate the iterative procedure.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The electricity generation cost of each generating unit is a
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function of power output and other coefficients, which have
been obtained by experiment. During the operation of the
generating units, the valve point loading effects can be
considered or neglected and the cost function for each case
is different. For the case of neglecting the valve effects, the
cost function is approximately represented as a second order
equation called convex function but for the case of
considering the valve effects, the cost function is
approximately represented a nonconvex function, which is a
sum of a convex function and a sinusoidal function similar to
(1). The first function with convex form is easy for applying
all methods while the second function with nonconvex form
is a big challenge for deterministic methods. Consequently,
in the study the proposed ICSA is verified on two systems
with different forms of cost function in which the first one
has one thermal plant with convex function and one hydro
plant [1] and the other one consists of four thermal plants
with nonconvex function and four hydro plants [14]. The
two systems are scheduled in 3 days with six 12-hour
intervals. The transmission losses are neglected in the first
system but included in the second one. Both CSA and
MCSA respectively described in Sections III.A and III.B are
also implemented for solving the two systems for result
comparison. The three algorithms of CSA, MCSA and ICSA
are coded in Matlab platform with run fifty independent
trials for each case on a 1.8 GHz PC with 4 GB of RAM.

The comparison has revealed that the ICSA can obtain
better solution than GS [1], SA [2], EP [3], and EP [4] and
approximately good solution with that from other methods.
Moreover, ICSA spends shorter simulation time than the
most of methods excluding CSA for obtaining the best
optimal solution. The convergence characteristics in Fig. 1
indicate that ICSA obtains better solution than CSA and
MCSA at each iteration.
5

7.0986

CSA

MCSA

ICSA

709862.05

709862.05

709862.05

Mean cost ($)

710016.55

709862.72

709862.13

Worst cost($)

715532.97

709866.86

709862.83

Std. dev. ($)

809.643

1.262

0.16

CPU time (s)

0.08

0.13

0.12

Fitness Function ($)
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7.0986

7.0986

7.0986
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Number of iterations = 100
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CSA
MCSA
Proposed ICSA

Fitness Function ($)

4.15

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF RESULT OBTAINED FROM THE THREE
CSA METHODS WITH OTHER METHODS FOR SYSTEM I.
Method

Cost ($)

Method

Cost ($)

GS [1]

709877.38

IFEP [5]

709862.05

SA [2]

709874.36

901

RIFEP[6]

709862.05

-

EP [3]

709862.06

8

CS [11]

709862.05

4.54

EP [4]

709863.29

264

CSA

709862.0494

0.08

CEP[5]

709862.05

159.2

MCSA

709862.0491

0.13

FEP[5]

709862.05

101.4

ICSA

709862.0490

0.12

100

5

4.25

The best cost from the three methods is compared to the
best cost obtained by other methods as given in Table II.

Time
(s)
59.7

95

B. System with Nonconvex Cost Function of Thermal Units
For implementation of the methods, Np is set to 50 for
CSA and 36 for both MCSA and the proposed ICSA
whereas Gmax is set to 3500 for all methods. Table III shows
the result comparison among CSA methods. Obviously, the
proposed ICSA can obtain better minimum, average and
standard deviation cost than CSA-Cauchy, CSA-Gauss,
CSA, and MCSA. On the other hand, the ICSA is faster than
CSA, CSA-Cauchy, and CSA-Gauss. Therefore, ICSA is
more efficient than both CSA-Cauchy, CSA-Gauss, CSA and
MCSA for solving the large-scale hydrothermal system
scheduling considering nonconvex fuel cost function of
thermal units and power losses in transmission lines.
Figure 2 indicates that the proposed method has better
convergence characteristics than CSA and MCSA.

4.2

Time
(s)
-

90

Fig 1. Convergence characteristics of the three methods for system I.

TABLE I. RESULTS OBTAINED FOR SYSTEM I.
Best cost ($)

CSA
MCSA
Proposed ICSA

7.0986

A. System with Quadratic Fuel Cost Function of Thermal
Units
For this system, Np and Gmax for of CSA, MCSA and
ICSA are respectively set to 10 and 100. The probability Pa
of CSA and MCSA is set to the range from 0.1 to 0.9 with a
step of 0.1 and the value of Pa,max and Pa,min of ICSA are
respectively set to 0.9 and 0.5, 0.5 and 0.1, and 0.9 and 0.1.
Finally, the best results obtained are respectively at Pa = 0.6
by CSA, Pa = 0.8 by MCSA and Pa,max = 0.9 and Pa,min = 0.5
by ICSA. The summary of the results is given in Table I.
Method

x 10

4.1
4.05
4
3.95
3.9
3.85
500

1000

1500
2000
2500
Number of iterations = 3500

3000

Fig. 2. Convergence characteristics of the three methods for system II.
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TABLE III. RESULTS OBTAINED FOR SYSTEM II.
CSACSAMethod
Cauch
Gauss
CSA
MCSA
ICSA
y [15]
[15]
Best cost ($)

388888

389214

387726

388624

387512.6

Mean cost ($)

394450

400034

396693

395952

393059.2

Worst cost ($)

409168

495151

468641

406881

400526

Std. dev. ($)

4416

22239

11167

2622.5

2831.3

CPU time (s)

49.9

48.3

47.6

35.4

34.6

[9]

[10]

[11]

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, three CSA methods including conventional
CSA, modified CSA and the proposed improved CSA have
been implemented for solving the short-term hydrothermal
scheduling problem considering nonconvex fuel cost
function of thermal units and power losses in transmission
lines. Compared to CSA and MCSA, the proposed method
can improve quality of the solutions obtained via the action
of alien egg discovery and a suggested adaptive probability
enables the proposed method to reduce a number of trials.
The advantages of the proposed method have been tested on
the two systems and the obtained results have indicated that
the proposed ICSA method is more effective and robust than
conventional CSA, modified CSA and many other methods.
Therefore, the proposed ICSA is a very powerful metaheuristic algorithm for searching the optimal solution of the
short-term hydrothermal scheduling problem with
nonconvex objective function.
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